DROP SHIP DELEGATION

Boeing has granted Drop Ship Delegation per D6-83720 to one or more of providing suppliers. The providing supplier has inspected the articles, and they adhere to all applicable drawings and/or specifications followed by the following drop ship declaration:

"This is a Boeing Drop Shipment."
"Delegated Boeing inspection authority has been granted by Boeing to [Contracted Supplier Name] whose Boeing approved quality system includes documented delegated inspection authority to [Providing Supplier Name]. Acceptance/inspection has been accomplished by [Providing Supplier Name] on behalf of Boeing."

The providing supplier must include the statement in all shipments where applicable and where appropriate be flowed to those providing delegated suppliers who ship directly to Boeing or a Boeing consuming supplier other than Seller.

Buyer requires that the provisions/requirements set forth above, as determined by the Seller to be applicable, be included in Seller's direct supply contracts as well as the obligation that they be flowed to the sub-tier supply chain.

For purposes of this note, Supply Chain shall mean Seller's direct network of direct lower-tier suppliers.